Reset Odometer and Runtimes

If an asset’s odometer or runtime(s) become off within OneView, you can reset them on the asset’s summary page. You may need to have this permission added to your account if you do not see the set column show in the image below. Use the set links to reset all or any of the odometer or runtimes for the asset.

Set (column head): Allows you to choose which monitored attribute to reset.
Set (attribute row): Choose the Set link in the row of the attribute you want to reset, like just the odometer or runtime.

Enter New Value: For the attribute (odometer or runtime) that you are adjusting, enter the new last known value. It can be from a different day or from the current value. The next step allows you to choose the time.

Date/Time: Click the Date/Time field to enter the date and time of that last known odometer/runtime.

Set: choose set to complete the reset process.